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About This Content

Prepare yourself for the Nidhogg 2 Soundtrack with some extras that aren't in the game!

Mux Mool - Intentional Death and Dismemberment Plan
Geotic - Knapsack
Mux Mool - Thrust

Mux Mool - Raw Gore
Mux Mool - Menu Chow

Osborne - Sums
Mux Mool - Hog Knuckles
Mux Mool - Land Of Sand

Doseone - Number1
Mux Mool - Foghat Leghat

Daedelus - Tiptoes
Mux Mool - Oh Yeah

Mux Mool - Grunt

Once the DLC is installed...
1. Find Nidhogg 2 in your Steam Library

2. Right click it and go to Properties
3. Go to the Local Files tab
4. Click Browse Local FIles
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5. Open the Nidhogg 2 Soundtrack folder
6. Enjoy!
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Trust me on this one, buy the Ticket and take the ride.

Puns aside, titles like this represent everything great about indie video games. What a beautiful game. Don't get it twisted - it
looks cheaply done, but the devil is in the details and every little thing is hand-crafted. I finished it in one sitting - it grabbed
a hold of me and I couldn't stop asking 'what do they have in store for the next level'. Whatever you think this is going in -
you are wrong.

Essentially, this title is a fairly hardcore platformer with a neat story and setting that you just have to experience for
yourself. Controller recommended, for sure. There are actually several RPGish elements in there, too. There were moments
where LISA popped into my head. Different games for sure, but I think the cool artwork and great soundtrack just made me
associate the two.

Pros:
+Best video game trailer since Potatoman Seeks the Truth
+Story is really great, and the humor is spot-on
+Actually has a good bit of depth; to 'do' and unlock everything would be both satisfying and take a great deal of effort
+The music is outstanding - in fact it's one of the few that would actually be good to listen to outside of the game
+I love how the artwork changes each level, and seeing the enemies done in that clay-style and then retro, etc. was really cool
+Seriously, just when I was about to rage quit - an option to 'cry' showed up; I really appreciated that

Cons:
-Some picky stuff here, so take it with a grain of salt, but the hit-boxes could be tweaked a bit
-The balloon jumping mechanic is used a ton, and it was a little frustrating at times

Now if you mainly enjoy AAA titles, be forewarned that this is a very 'indie' game. There is weirdness by the truckload. I
fully recommend giving this one a go.. Bridge 2 is a very good bridge construction game, where you can play a lot with
physics and construction mechanics.. Not a bad attempt, area 2 was challenging which was nice, however give more machine
gun <3. Touhou but less lunatic and more music.

Also, story is dope too.. I swear, if I beat this game till the end then I'll have to change spacebar button on my keyboard
multiple times.. Don't like the scenario but the 3 new wonders are good if you get this in a sale. If you want a interesting start
then get this DLC.. I just finished the game and did not have much to do with flying dutchman and some objects can be hard
to find, the game needs to be changed so it is about the flying dutchman and more enjoyable to play. I got this on special so
would only play it to pass the time.. This DLC is fairly sprawling, and the concept is fun: two fronts, late-war weapon ideas
made real. I did not particularl enjoy the first half of the missions, to be honest. It felt too similar to the other recent DLC
set in the Russian front. However, Italy was a nice diversion and the Western front battles are fun and seem more varied.

OoB truly shines when combined arms are in play and too often I felt limited by zero naval options (given the locales, makes
sense) and minimal points to spend on air forces.

All that said, you have access to Konigtigers and some other fun\/absurd tanks and overall it's worth the time, effort, and
money.
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We are very friendlyO(\u2229_\u2229)O. The golden weapons are the only clone weapons to be designed very well. Its not a
simple recolor like those awful neon weapons. The base texture was remade (as in no sign of damage, scratches to the gun),
designs were more though out and they added a new layer to make them SHINE! Their HUD icons are even made yellow
instead of the traditional red.

Id recommend buying these. There is no need to be butthurt just because "they are reskins", these are optional and profit of
these DLCs help fund KF2. The only reason to complain is if the reskin was lacking in quality, which these beauties definitely
are not lacking.. funny pc game! its ok.. The music of this game is very cool. The problem is I spent 10 minutes and have
absolutely no clue of what to do or how the controllers actually work. The in-game help was no clear. Was a bit frustrating,
because the VR controllers usually are expected to be very intuitive. I would like a guided tutorial, step by step, like: pess here
(with an arrow pressing the button in my controller)... because I pressed everything and the spaceship didn't move... I'm sorry I
didn't like it, because it was at a very good price (75% off), but I have too many other games to spend so much trying to figure
out how to start playing this one... could have potential, as the music is ideal for this kind of game.... Possibly the most
addicting, yet annoying game I've ever encountered. If you wanna see someone angry, have them play this, those arrow traps an
barely visible spikes would do the trick.

Only error, continuously get an error and causes crash, but the error makes zero sense.

But would still play again. I plan on playing more than the 1.4 hours I have on it. :). Totaly recommended. 7 words: what the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and why the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Can't cut the music that is extremely obnoxious =
impossible to play for me
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